
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL Osterwoche 

OSTERSITTEN UND BRAUCHE I CUSTOMS and TRADITIONS 

Osterbrunnen-Germany's Easter Fountains 

Surely the traditional German soft-boiled egg as breakfast staple 
will have had to make room for the less customary fried eggs for 
months. 

faen though today the custom has turned the region into a 
seasonal tourist attraction of its own right with its obvious eco
nom ic value in the low season, there still remains rhe questions -
what originally caused this decoration mania and why do people 
put in one hm1dred hours and more of voluntary work at a busy 
time of year? 

vVhjle the first colored eggs date back to the fourth century -
in Western Europe red was used, gold in Eastern Europe - some 
mice the custom of decorating wells back to the founeeuth cenni
ry. In 1322, estate owner Georg Andreas Mahkorn published an 
edict calling for such decoration and demanding it be "pretty and 
green." However, at this early date, eggs are not yet mentioned in 
the decoration, but the edict goes on, promising the participants a 
u·eat of" brod, Ey ttnd win' - a generous picnic of bread, eggs, and 
wine. Others believe the tradition is only one hundred fifty years 
old, no time lapse to get excited about by European standards. 
They are convinced the first mention was made in a handwritten 
text of the mid eighteen hundreds which speaks of the use of 
"twigs, flowers, 1ibbons, and colored eggs." However, here too, the 
01igin of the custom itself remains in 1he dark. Whichever the his
torical starting point, the special reverence bestowed upon the 
fountains of this area at the end of winter is owed to the region's 
w1jque geological condition. 

Much of this part of Franconia consists of stony fields in the 
almost barren Jura uplands and lacking a natural surface water 
supply system. Typical of karst surfaces, the limestone ground fea
tures no streams at the surface. This forced people to make do 
,,~th rain and snow as the only source of water. A.cute water short
ages were frequent, leading to ever more ingenious means of con· 
serving water. Many hamlets are located around a natural pond in 
which the clay in the ground prevented the water from dissipating 
into the ground. This not very clean water was used for cleansing 
purposes like washing the sugar beets. In addition, farms had 
their own "Hullen," watertight pits which served mainly to provide 
cattle \\~th water. To this day, place names like Neuhiill, Eichen
h'i.111, and Hull reflect their origin. Drinking water was mainly 
obtained through wells into which rainwater wa5 channeled. Prob
lems arose in dry summers when the water quality suffered or the 
wells went dry. It was 1.hen that spring water from tbe valleys was 
the only source of drinking water. In the times before power 
pumps, this precious water had to be transported in small barrels 
bound on top of a wooden pannier and fastened to the back. 
Today, you can sti ll see the resting stones on wruch such a "Kiepe" 
could be set for a rest on the way to the ,~Hage one hundred 
meters above the valley floor. On holidays, it was the custom to 
ceremoniously drink this precious spring water. 

In view of the value of its content it was necessary to keep the 
spring clean at all times, and the annual thorough cleaning 
became an elaborate ri tual. Each year, after the ice had melted, 

his elaborate 
crown in Heiligenstadt certainly brightens a cold, rainy spring 
day. A fountain in Schesslitz. The growing popularity of the 
Osterbrunnen has lead to a compet itive environment between 
towns. This example is from Weisman-Rolandbrunnen. . -


